The American Bar Association has approved the Georgetown Law School in Washington, established in 1821, as a Class A law school, and thus be given the highest possible rating by the American Bar Association. This approval of the Georgetown Law School places one of the leading law schools of the country. The American Bar Association has approved schools in law schools out of 147 such institutions in the United States.

The Law School will now require one year of college work for admission, and beginning in 1925 two years of college work will be required of all students entering as candidates for a law degree.

New Four-year Course Next Year.

Beginning the new scholastic year next September, the Law School will have a four-year course for students attending the late afternoon classes and a three-year course for the morning classes. The school has a faculty of forty-one law professors, including a number of distinguished judges and many prominent lawyers. Included among these there are six full-time professors.

Georgetown points with pride to its list of distinguished law graduates, and well may she, for among them are to be found members of Congress and the judiciary. The present chief justices of three states, the governor of Rhode Island, justices of various federal and state courts and United States attorneys in many parts of the country are included among its alumni.

Library of 12,000 Books.

The Law School takes pride in its law library of 12,000 volumes, regarded as the best law school library in Washington. It contains complete reports of the American, English and Canadian courts and is being enlarged at the rate of 500 volumes a year. A bronze tablet commemorating the library, which was presented to the Law School by the Old men who gave their lives in the World War, was erected by the Senior Class of 1911 in the center panel of the south alcove of the library.

For many years the Georgetown school ranked first in the number of bona fide students enrolled, but owing to the fact that several years ago it had to relinquish its new addition to house the School of Foreign Service it now has only limited accommodations. Despite this handicap, it has 1,200 students enrolled and is the largest law school in Washington, which is one of the largest law schools in the United States. With the completion of the addition, the Law School will have increased housing facilities.

G. U. LAW SCHOOL RECEIVES HONORS

American Bar Association to Give Highest Possible Rating Next Year—Placed Among Leading Law Schools of Country—New Four-Year Course Instituted Next Year.

Dr. Scott Lectures at New York University.

Dr. James Brown Scott, Professor of International Law and Foreign Relations in the School of Foreign Service of Georgetown University, has just returned from New York where he delivered a series of six lectures at New York University as the James Stokes Lectures for 1924. To deliver these lectures is one of the highest honors conferred by New York University. The lectures were open to the entire university and also to the public. He opened June 26th for his subject a topic which has occupied most of his time during the past thirty years, namely, "Sovereign States Before Arbitral Tribunals and Courts of Justice." Dr. Scott has taken a prominent part in practically all international movements for the purpose of serving arbitration. He was a technical delegate at both of the Hague Conferences and was largely instrumental in drawing a draft for a permanent Court of Justice. He has written extensively on the subject of arbitration and is at present a member of the Arbitration Commission between the United States and a foreign country. In his series of six lectures Dr. Scott covered the following matter: "The Sovereign State and Its Immunity from Suit." "Sovereign States Before the Supreme Court of the United States." "Sovereign States Before the Supreme Court of the United States." "Sovereign States Before the Supreme Court of the United States." "Sovereign States Before the Supreme Court of the United States." "Sovereign States Before the Supreme Court of the United States." "Sovereign States Before the Supreme Court of the United States.

New York Alumni Banquet April 12

The Editor of the "Hoya," Dear Sir:

The annual banquet of the Georgetown Club of New York will be held at the Hotel Biltmore, Saturday evening, April 12th. The President of the University and representatives of members of the faculties of the several schools, men prominent in the world of the professions and business, and the alumni from cities within a convenient radius have been invited as guests of the local association. From present indications approximately 500 will be seated. Those alumni desiring to attend may obtain their tickets by communicating with me at 74 Broadway.

In the hope that you will publish this information prominently in the columns of your next issue, I remain, very respectfully yours,

Peter J. Maloney, Jr., Secretary, Georgetown Alumni Association of New York.

Plans Completed for Senior Prom

Function to be Held May 9th on New Willard Roof—Bar Harbor Rangers and Ben Selvin's Moulin Rouge Organization to Furnish Music—Unique Favors Promised.

The Senior Prom committee consisting of Mr. George Leo Burke, of Massachusetts, chairman, assisted by Messrs. John A. Goodwin of New York, Charles J. Kelly of Montana, David E. Fitz Gerald, Jr., of Connecticut, Edward A. Snell and Francis G. King, both of Massachusetts, has completed all preliminary arrangements.

The Prom will be held shortly after the Easter holidays, Friday evening, May 9, at the New Willard roof.

Music for the occasion will be "imported," from Broadway and from the hours of 9 till 2 the Bar Harbor Society Orchestra, celebrated Vocation artists, will provide music to the tastes of the students for engaging in Terpsichorean enjoyment.

This famous recording band will be featured by Ben Selvin with his Moulin Rouge Organization to Furnish Music—Unique Favors Promised.

FR. E. A. WALSH IS HONORED BY POPE

Pope's Personal Message

Pope receives personal message of commendation from Sovereign Pontiff on Occasion of Final Vows—President Creeden Gives Dinner in Honor of Event—Deans of Various Schools of University Invited Guests.

Personal messages from Pope Pius XI and the general of the Society of Jesus in Rome, extolling the service "toward humanity" by the Reverend Edmund A. Walsh, S.J., were made public at the Hilltop last Saturday upon the occasion of exercising of the last solemn vows taken by the distinguished Jesuit.

The last solemn vows in the Jesuit Order are usually pronounced after eighteen years in the priesthood, but owing to the long absence of Father Walsh, his vows were delayed until now. Father Walsh recently returned to Georgetown University after a fifteen-year stay in Russia, where he was a member of the American Relief Mission and later was director of the Papal Relief Mission.

Among Former Colleagues.

It was Father Walsh's desire to postpone the pronouncing of the last vows until his return to this country so he could be among his former colleagues at Georgetown. In connection with this solemn event President John B. Creeden, S. J., of Georgetown University, gave a dinner in honor of Father Walsh, attended by the deans of various schools of the University and other prominent guests.

Father Walsh is one of the most distinguished of the Jesuit priests in this country and his valuable services as an educator and as director of the papal relief work in Soviet Russia have been especially commended by the holy see.

Pope Pius sent Father Walsh his photograph on the occasion of his taking the final vows, with this message written across it: "To our beloved son Edmund A. Walsh, S. J., who labored strenuously and successfully in the interests of humanity in Russia."

President Creeden directed attention to the pontiff's message as expressing the feeling toward Father Walsh held by his colleagues at the University with whom he labored as regent of the School of Foreign Service.

Cited for Russian Work.

Another message was received from Wladimir Ledochowski, general of the Jesuits in Rome, forwarding his greetings and declared that Father Walsh "had won the esteem of all by his labors in Russia in the interests of suffering humanity."

In responding to President Creeden the Jesuit educator gave a toast to the Society of Jesus which, he explained, had made so many opportunities for mental and moral development.

Continued on page 8
PATHFINDER CLUB HEARS DR. LA PLACE

Distinguished Philadelphia Surgeon Lectures on "The Medical Profession"—Gives Very Enlightening and Entertaining Discourse

The regular weekly meeting of the Pathfinders' Club was held last Sunday at 7 o'clock in the Hirst Library. The subject of the evening's lecture was "The Medical Profession" and the lecturer, no less distinguished a person than Dr. Ernest Laplace, widely known Philadelphia surgeon and one of the regents of Georgetown University. Dr. Laplace will be remembered for his lecture last year on "Pasteur," of whom he was for two years a pupil. He was recently made commander of the Legion of Honor by the French government for his activities in behalf of the Pasteur Centenary Celebration in Philadelphia.

Dr. Laplace discussed medicine from many angles, including its activities, its opportunities as a profession, and its honorable character. He emphasized that it is not remunerative financially, but that aside from these considerations, there is no profession that reaps greater remuneration in the satisfaction of having done good. "It is the Biblical story of the Good Samaritan," said the doctor. "When one is sick and unfortunate, it is the doctor who heals and comforts him. Of Christ's early life the Bible said only that he, the wise one, too. He brushes his hair with "Vaseline." Hair Tonic. No one knows better than he, the sleek, smart effect it gives to his head. And he also knows that it is a wonderful hair tonic. At all drug stores and student barber shops.

University Barber Shop
A. J. GAY, Mgr.
Two Squares from College Gate
1329 35th Street, Northwest

University Cafe
1218 Wisconsin Avenue

DINNER ANNOUNCEMENT
Mr. J. Gibbons Burke, of the Senior Class is the winner of the dinner at Bartholdi's this week, given through the HOYA by Mr. Olmstead.

Phone West 1028. Established 1887
W. H. Brewton & Sons
PRINTERS AND STATIONERS
3256 M Street, Northwest

J. V. MULLIGAN
Badges, Graduation Medals, Trophies
Class Pins, Fraternity Pins
1110 F STREET, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

SOL Exhiibit Hoy Room
Friday, April 11

Endorsed! by 81% By 'actual observation and count' at a recent Eastern college football game, eighty-one per cent of the college men wore the same type of suit. You know the suit — you recognize instantly those subtle details which have made this suit the almost unanimous choice of the carefully clothed collegian. This amazing condition is not mere coincidence — it is the result of a decided preference.

DUNSHIRE Clothing is faithfully modeled after this style in every detail from the low English collar through the soft rolling lapels to the wide, comfortable trousers.
PHILONOMOSIAN LOSES ST. JOSEPH DEBATE

Team Composed of Hitchcock, Hunt and Kirwin Lose Closely Contested Debate with Philadelphia College — Philonomosian Lecture Team Speaks Before Knights of Columbus.

On Friday last the Philonomosian team from Georgetown journeyed to Philadelphia to meet St. Joseph's College in an intercollegiate debate on the question, "Resolved, that all future amendments to the Constitution should be submitted to a direct vote of the people irrespective of the number of states." After a closely contested argument, in which the Georgetown team acquitted themselves in a worthy manner, the judges announced the decision as two to one in favor of St. Joseph's. The Philonomosian team presented fiery arguments and were creditable representatives of the University. The men who went to Philadelphia were Rev. Frank Mulligan, S. J., Mr. Robert Hitchcock, Mr. Wilmer B. Hunt, Mr. James J. Kirwin, as debaters, and Mr. William C. Gillan as alternate.

On Thursday evening of last week the Philonomosian Debating Society's lecture team presented an exhibition debate on the child labor problem before the Keene Council, Knights of Columbus, at their rooms on 10th Street. An interesting and exhaustive treatment of the subject was given and was well received by the audience. The affirmative after a close contest was awarded the decision. The judges announced the decision as two to one in favor of St. Joseph's.

The second of a series of Trade Information Bulletins on "International Trade in Cement," covering particularly in this section the European trade, has just been compiled by Mr. Reigard M. Santmyers, a student in the School of Foreign Service and a member of the staff of the Iron and Steel Division of the Department of Commerce. This bulletin will be sent all over the world by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce as a supplement to "Trade Reports."

MI-CAREME CONCERT HELD SUCCESSFULLY

Glee Club Presents Pleasing Entertainments at Annual Function —Soloists Well Received.

The Georgetown University Glee Club, directed by Mr. Edward P. Donovan, A. B. '11, gave their annual Mi-Careme concert last Sunday evening, March 30th, in Gaston Hall. Those assisting the Glee Club were George H. O'Connor, tenor; Matt Horne, pianist; Lawrence Downey, A. B. '23, baritone; John V. Walsh, A. B. '23, pianist; George B. Cowles, '24, tenor; Louis O'Leary, '26, baritone; Richard F. McDonough, '25, banjoist, and Francis K. Shuman, '27, pianist.

This was the initial performance of the entire club before the College and their well balanced program made a decided hit. Messrs. O'Connor and Horne, who have assisted for the last few years, furnished some great entertainment with their distinct selections. Dick McDonough, popular banjoist, accompanied Francis Shuman on the piano, played several popular airs and the pair were forced to give several encores. Mr. Lawrence Downey and Louis O'Leary, baritones, rendered their respective vocal selections with rare ability. George Cowles, tenor, sang his "Sunrise and You" and "Lindy Lou" to the delight of the audience. Piano solos were played by Mr. John V. Walsh and Francis K. Shuman. The program was brought to an appropriate finale by the singing of " Sons of Georgetown" by the entire Glee Club.

Fools of Cambridge, the present English collegiate cross-country and three-mile champion, is expected to help make the two-mile race at the Penn Relays in which he will meet Helme of George-town and Booth of Hopkins one of the best races of the meet. It is reported that he is capable of easily turning in a 9:30 two-mile.

McGRANE & MURPHY

OF

New York City

Will Exhibit To-Day

IN

THE HOYA ROOM

PHILONOMOSIAN LOSES ST. JOSEPH DEBATE

The Connecticut Lunch

Cor. Wisconsin Avenue and O Street

The place for a quick bite or a hearty meal

Clean Food Moderate Prices
CONGRATULATORY.

The advance in the rating of the Georgetown School of Law by the American Bar Association is a fitting recognition of the progress made by that department of the University. Handicapped by the lack of adequate buildings, the untiring efforts of its faculty, and the whole-hearted generosity of many alumni, and, it is believed, the spirit of its students have served to carry it to its present position.

Beginning next year, not less than two years academic work will be required for entrance with this and some slight changes of class hours and type and size community with the rapid growth that has marked its advance in the past few years.

The University at large is proud of the sister school, the Law School of Georgetown.

"275 objects, ranging from pins to bolts, taken from man's stomach." Have you had your iron today?

THE HOYA extends the most hearty congratulations in behalf of the students of the University to Ed- mund A. Walsh, S. J., on the occasion of the taking of his final vows in the priesthood.

THE GLEE CLUB CONCERT.

In the midst of every Lent, George- town attends a concert given by those in the Club who have a love for music. The Glee Club has been in existence many years now and has persevered through some of the most trying circumstances, chiefly extrinsic, has combined to limit its activities.

The club's first aim is to prepare and present a concert to be given on Mi-Carne Sunday, for the benefit of the Ath- letic Association. This ambition has always been realized, contributing a welcome sum to the treasury of the "A. A."

There have been a few from year to year who have desired and labored for more than this love activity. There have been those who recognized in the Glee Club a worthy medium through which much might be accomplished; they vision- ed a Georgetown representation on the concert stages in many of the important post-war tours as undergraduates of other institutions do, by bringing to scattered alumi- ni the melodious enthusiasm of their college audience.

In the midst of every Lent, George- town attends a concert given by those in the Club who have a love for music. The Glee Club has been in existence many years now and has persevered through some of the most trying circumstances, chiefly extrinsic, has combined to limit its activities.

The club's first aim is to prepare and present a concert to be given on Mi-Carne Sunday, for the benefit of the Ath- letic Association. This ambition has always been realized, contributing a welcome sum to the treasury of the "A. A."

There have been a few from year to year who have desired and labored for more than this love activity. There have been those who recognized in the Glee Club a worthy medium through which much might be accomplished; they vision- ed a Georgetown representation on the concert stages in many of the important post-war tours as undergraduates of other institutions do, by bringing to scattered alumi- ni the melodious enthusiasm of their college audience.

The Glee Club's concert will take place in the university hall. Much mud-laden water has swirled underneath Key Bridge since the Act of March 3, 1879. "A- mends to the right of us, cycles on our left," said John A. Walsh, S. J., on the occasion of the taking of his final vows in the priesthood.

WITH THE STUDENTS OF FOREIGN SERVICE IN EUROPE

PUERTA DE SANTA MARIA.

Leaving Seville by the light of harvest moon on the good steamer Colombo, we reached the Gulf of Cadiz, Santa Maria, a small port on the Mediterranean. We were amused at the great number of little fishing boats that set out to make the day's catch of fish for the canning factories. It was not yet seven o'clock when we arrived at the little railroad station, the streets were busy and there was a great commotion place as Georgetown's Glee Club.

With the organization of a great num- ber of new Georgetown Clubs all over the country; in conjunction with the En- dowment Drive has come the opportu- nity to obtain the support of the alumni in endeavoring to realize this hope. If those worthy men now at the helm will at once commence the work it will not be long before the success of last Sunday is repeated many times and before au- diences fully as appreciative.

ON OTHER CAMPUSES.

Fordham University recently staged very successfully its annual college contest. Six plays that were written and produced solely by students contested for the honor of being chosen as the best play.

It is reported that William Sides, the former child-prodigy, who could read when he was two years old, is now working from Harvard when only eleven years of age, now works at an adding machine for twenty-three dollars a week.

A wave of interest in fencing at the University of California has brought an enrollment of 87 for the sport.
UNIVERSITY CALENDAR.

Friday, April 4—Lecture by Ralph A. Graves, A. B., Biological Club, Room L.

Sunday, April 4—Rehearsal of Hamlet, Pathfinders Club, Hirst Library.


Tuesday, April 8—Philodemic, Glee Club rehearsal.


Thursday, April 10—Sodality, Gaston.

Mr. Bancroft Hill Talks on “Harbor Improvements”

Through the good offices of Mr. Hubert Gruber, lecturer in the course in “Ports and Terminals,” arrangements were made to have Mr. Bancroft Hill, harbor engineer of the Port of Baltimore, address the class Tuesday evening, April 1, 1924, at 8:20 P. M., on the subject of “Harbor Improvements.” Mr. Hill, who is also president of the Harbor Board, laid special stress on the physical aspects of harbor improvements, discussing the various types of piers, their construction and railroad connection. The lecture was illustrated with lantern slides.
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EDMUND HALLEY
1656-1742
Son of a London soap-boiler who became Astronomer Royal. At the age of 20 headed an expedition to chart the stars of the Southern hemisphere. Financed and handled the printing of Newton’s immortal Principia.

The comet came back

The great comet that was seen by William of Normandy returned to our skies in 1910 on its eleventh visit since the Conquest. Astronomers knew when it would appear, and the exact spot in the sky where it would first be visible.

Edmund Halley’s mathematical calculation of the great orbit of this 76-year visitor—his scientific proof that comets are part of our solar system—was a brilliant application of the then unpublished Principia of his friend Sir Isaac Newton.

The laws of motion that Newton and Halley proved to govern the movements of a comet are used by scientists in the Research Laboratories of the General Electric Company to determine the orbit of electrons in vacuum tubes.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GEORGETOWN EASILY DEFEATS BOWDOIN

First Game of Season Results in a 26 to 1 Victory—Baseball Squad Gets Away to Fast Start Varsity Field.

The Georgetown University baseball nine got under way for its first game of the season last Monday afternoon, when they smothered Bowdoin College, of Maine, by a score of 26 to 1. The Hilltopper field was the scene of the heavy snow under. Not once during the entire game did the visiting team show anything but a disheartened playing as was compared to the Blue and Gray's splendid showing.

Coach John O'Reilly started the heavy twirling southpaw, Homer Jenkins on the mound. The Bowdoin lads failed to connect in any manner with the heaved balls of the Hilltop left hander. Time and again the opposing batters endeavored to stand and face the on-racing pill, but the pace was too fast for them. It was a new brand of ball playing these lads that travelled from Maine faced.

After the first frame, Coach O'Reilly took out some of his first string men and replacing Jenkins and Sukeforth. Gillespie held the visitors until the eighth, when they scored a run. It was their only counter during the entire game.

BOWDOIN.
AB H O A
Morrell, ct. 3 0 1 2
McLaughlin, 2b 2 1 3 3
Johnson, ss 1 2 2 0
Hagerty, rf 0 0 1 0
Fredericci, 3b 1 0 1 0
Ryan, 2b 1 0 2 0
Mudd, lb 2 5 3 0
Albert, cf 1 1 3 1
Sukeforth, c 3 1 3 3
Urann, ss 3 0 1 0
Murphy, If 2 2 2 6
Rcnney, If 0 1 3 3
Hill, cf 0 0 1 0
Nichols, 3b 3 2 1 1
Johnson, ss 2 0 0 0
Bartlett, 3b 0 0 0 0
Sibley, p 2 0 0 0
Blake, c 1 0 1 0
Totals 29 6 24 13

GEORGETOWN.
AB H O A
Murphy, H 3 1 0 0
Quinn, if 4 3 3 1
Urann, ss 5 3 0 3
Altobello, cf 3 2 3 1
Sukeforth, 2b 5 4 3 1
Mudd, 1b 5 3 2 4
Ryan, 9b 2 3 2 1
Murray, rf 2 1 0 0
Jenkins, p 0 0 2 2
Fredericci, 3b 2 1 0 1
McGowen, c 1 3 2 0
Gillespie, p 2 0 0 1
Donovan, 3b 1 0 2 0
Totals 42 29 37 16

JOHN J. POWERS, '26 SPEAKS OF NITRATES


At the regular bi-monthly meeting of the Chemical Society, on last Tuesday night, the members were given a lecture on "Nitrates," by John J. Powers, Secretary of the Society. The subject of the evening proved to be of much interest in its various aspects. Analysing the huge field this subject covers the speaker of the evening pointed out the many phases and uses of this essential chemical in the role of every-day life to man.

Mr. Powers, after a lengthy discussion, of the means, locations and endeavors to secure the much desired nitrates by means of a magnificent demonstration by means of slides the various chemical means applied to extracting the chemical. He also presented to the students of the chemical department, the present situation as it now exists at Muscle Shoals, and of the great advantage the securing of this place would be to the developing world of chemistry at the present day. Pointing out the various things of importance the collocation of nitrogen atoms plays in the human body, in time of war and in peace of time to nations. Mr. Powers concluded his lecture by showing slides of the nitrate chemicals in the process of manufacture and utilization.

BOWDOIN
Run's — McLaughlin, Murphy (3), Quinn (3), Urann (5), Albert (3), Sukeforth (2), Mudd (2), Ryan (1), McLaughlin (2). Left on bases — Bowdoin, 3; Georgetown, 7. Hit by pitcher — By Jenkins.

BOWDOIN
Runs — McLaughlin, Murphy (3), Quinn (3), Urann (5), Albert (3), Sukeforth (2), Mudd (2), Ryan (1), McLaughlin (2). Left on bases — Bowdoin, 3; Georgetown, 7. Bases on balls — Off Southwick, 6; off Bartlett, 4; off Jenkins, 2. Hit — Off Southwick, 12 in 4 innings; off Bartlett, 4 in 1 inning; off Sibley, 4 in 3 innings; off Jenkins, 4 in 3 innings; off Murphy, 3 in 3 innings. Put out — Off Jenkins, 4 in 4 innings; off Mudd, 2 in 3 innings. Hit by pitcher — By Bartlett (Jenkins). Strikes — Off Jenkins, 11; off Murphy, 8; off Sibley, 2. Pitch — Bartlett, 14; Bartlett, 14; Southwick, Passed balls — Sukeforth, Aldred. Winning pitcher — Jenkins. Losing pitcher—Southwick. Umpires — Messrs. Messer and Doyle. Time of game — 2 hours and 35 minutes.

MR. DOUGLAS C. MILLER SPEAKS IN NEW YORK.

Mr. Douglas C. Miller, the president of the courses in Modern Europe as an Export Field, and the European Seminar course in the School of Foreign Service of Georgetown University, has just returned from New York where he was one of the principal speakers at an important meeting of the Italian Chamber of Commerce. There were a number of prominent speakers, including the Italian Ambassador. The proceedings were broadcasted by radio.

FRESHMAN BASEBALL SCHEDULE


RIFLE TEAM LOSES TO JOHNS HOPKINS

Dual Shoulder to Shoulder Match Results in Defeat for G. U. — Johns Hopkins Scores 1781 Against 1755 for Georgetown.

The Rifle Team met defeat in the dual shoulder to shoulder match with Johns Hopkins at Baltimore, last week. The Hopkins team turned to a total of 1,781, against 1,755 for Georgetown. This is the second shoulder to shoulder match Georgetown has been in this year, and it is thought that more competitions of this kind can be arranged next season.

The first team took fifth place in the N. R. A. Intercollegiate Match with a total of 2,688 out of 3,000. This match was won by Georgetown last year, and it is expected the out-possibles in this match.

The Georgetown Alumni Sodality of Washington will hold a dinner in the Sodality Room for breakfast. Dr. C. K. Litschi, of the class of 1903, was a recent visitor at the College. He will open new offices at 157 Uhland Terrace, N. E., Washington. Dr. Litschti is a native of Charleston, S. C.

FR. WALSH ADDRESSES ALUMNI SOCIETY

Body Attends Services in Dahlgren Chapel — Father Walsh Lauds Work of American and Papal Relief Commissions.

The Georgetown Alumni Sodality of Washington held a dinner in a body Sunday morning at 9 o'clock in Dahlgren Chapel, Father Walsh, who recently returned from Russia, was the celebrant and distributed communion to 125 alumni.

After the mass the Sodality members assembled in the Community Dining Room for the meal. Father Walsh gave a stirring address immediately following concerning conditions in Russia as he found them and paid a glowing tribute to the wonderful work of the American and Papal Relief Commissions.

DR. JOHN B. FOOTE DELIVERS LECTURE

Professor of Pediatrics in the Georgetown University School of Medicine Talks on "Child Care as Reflected in Art and Archeology."

On Friday evening, March 29, a most interesting illustrated lecture on the subject of "Child Care as Reflected in Art and Archeology" was delivered in Gaston Hall by John Foote, M. D., Professor of Pediatrics in Georgetown University, School of Medicine.

By way of introduction Dr. Foote remarked that "the present time is pre-eminently the age of the child," and that therefore a discussion of the different methods of caring for children would by no means be amiss. He then launched into a lengthy discussion of the various means that had been employed in caring for the children from the time of pre-historic man to the present day.

Prior to the lecture, Rev. William T. Tallon, S. J., Dean of the College, introduced the speaker and announced that on April 4 Mr. Ralph A. Graves, A. B., assistant editor of The National Geographic Magazine, would deliver an illustrated lecture concerning "The West Coast of England."
Philodemic Society on March 25, the question, “Resolved, that the Volstead Act should be revised so as to permit the manufacture and sale of light wines and beers,” was debated in a manner that nothing but praise can be given to the speakers. Donovan McCune and William Kalt the affirmative side of the question against Messrs. Edward De Castro and William Kalt the negative. It was a splendid debate, very interesting throughout and showed excellent preparation on the part of all the speakers. The affirmative side was rewarded the decision by the society, and Mr. McCune was elected the best speaker. Mr. Charles Clifford gave an excellent criticism of the debate.

Philosophian.

At the regular meeting of the Philosophian, held last Monday evening in the Philodemic Room, a most interesting debate was held. The question debated was, “Resolved, that the Norfolk plan for an earlier convening of Congress and an earlier inauguration of the President should be adopted.” Messrs. Dinigey and Daly supported the affirmative of this question, while the negative was defended by Messrs. J. Lee and Doran. After a spirited rebuttal on the part of the negative, that side was awarded the decision, and Mr. J. Dinigey was chosen as best speaker. With a few remarks on the evening’s debate by the Rev. Moderator, the meeting was adjourned.

WALT MASON SAYS

about the Hammond Typewriter

“IT doesn’t tire me when I use it; it still works if I abuse it; Its memory of its fine workingers, It’s touch is easy on my fingers.”

LIKE NAIGARA FALLS

THE HAMMOND TYPEWRITER

HAS TO BE SEEN TO BE APPRECIATED

The Hammond Variable Spacing Interchangeable Typewriter, weighing about 11 pounds, will write in 33 languages and many different styles of English type. It will condense your work for pocket manacles, marginal and foot notes, also interlining.

“It creates a desire for possession”

HAMMOND TYPEWRITER CORP.

Washington Branch: 311 Colorado Bldg.—Tel. Main 1386

Knights of Columbus

present for the first time in Washington

Passion Play

“The Holy City”

in three acts and eighteen scenes

with ST. PATRICK PLAYERS

for the week

April 6th to April 12th, inclusive

Evenings at 8:15 P. M.
Matinees on Thursday and Saturday at 2:15 P. M.
at

PRESIDENT THEATRE

Week Prices—Evenings, $1.50, $1.00 and 50c—Matinees, 75c and 50c

General Tickets for sale by Knights of Columbus

or at

Knights of Columbus Hall, 918 10th St. N. W.
St. Patrick’s Rectory, 13th and G Sts. N. W.
Gallery’s Catholic Book Store, 718 11th St. N. W.

Reserved seats on sale or for exchange at box office of President Theatre beginning Monday, March 31st

This play is not the same one given in Washington last year

FOR BENEFIT OF

ARCHBISHOP CURLEY’S FUND FOR COUNTRY CHURCHES
FR. WALSH IS HONORED BY POPE

Continued from page 1

Among Dinner Guests.

The invited guests at the dinner were Senator David T. Walsh of Massachusetts, Dean George E. Hamilton of the Georgetown Law School, Dean George M. Kober of the Medical School, Dean W. F. Hoofnagle of the Dental School and Dean William F. Notz of the Foreign Service School. The assistant deans also were present, as follows: Hugh J. Fagan, law; Thomas H. Healy, foreign service, and Dr. George R. Ellis, dental. Cyril Quinn, who was with Father Walsh during his relief work in Russia, also was present, as were Dean William T. Tallon, S. J., of Georgetown College, and the members of the faculty.

Father Walsh is in this country only temporarily, having come here to obtain aid for relief work in Germany, which he is conducting in behalf of the Vatican.

DUMBARTON THEATRE
Wisconsin Avenue and O Street

High Class—
Not High Price—
Tailoring
Suits to Order, $20 and Up

Mertz & Mertz Co.
906 F Street

For that "Date"

What—a date and no car?
Rent a Saunders Coupe. Yours while you drive it. Costs less than taxi. Go anywhere—stay as long as you like. For Concerts, Parties, Picnics or Out-of-Town Trips! Open or Closed Cars!

SAUNDERS SYSTEM
1234 D St., W. O. Bernard, Mgr.

"What a whale of a difference just a few cents make!"

For the Man of Individual Taste—
The English Lounge Suit
Carnarvon Overcoat
Mallory Hats
Manhattan Shirts
Scotch Sweaters
Reyem Shoes

To Exhibit in Hoy a Room
Monday, April 7th, 1924

MEYER'S SHOP
1331 F Street
Everything for the Well Dressed Man

DR. SCOTT SPEAKS ON THE PERMANENT COURT OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE.

Dr. James Brown Scott, lecturer at the School of Foreign Service of Georgetown University, and Secretary of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace and a founder and one of the moving spirits in the Academy of International Law at The Hague, was the speaker before the Washington Study at Rauscher's on March 24. His subject was "The Permanent Court of International Justice at The Hague."

Dr. Scott's lecture was the third of a series of afternoon lectures being given on current topics of the day under the auspices of the Washington Study.

West 2189
For Service and Convenience
Drop in the
Dumbarton Lunch
1355 Wisconsin Ave. R. F. Harper

Lunch Room & Soda Fountain
1224 36th Street
JOSEPH JACOBS
New Steam Table Installed

B. REFF
College Tailor
43d and O Streets, Northwest

For the English Lounge Suit
Carnarvon Overcoat
Mallory Hats
Manhattan Shirts
Scotch Sweaters
Reyem Shoes

The English Lounge Suit
Carnarvon Overcoat
Mallory Hats
Manhattan Shirts
Scotch Sweaters
Reyem Shoes

"What a whale of a difference just a few cents make!"

—all the difference between just an ordinary cigarette and—FATIMA, the most skillful blend in cigarette history.